many cell behaviors, including proliferation [11, 12] , apoptosis [11, 13] , differentiation [14] [15] [16] , and even epigenetic reprogramming [17, 18] . Non-invasive tools have been developed to probe the biophysical properties of living cells during these processes [1, [19] [20] [21] [22] . Together, these studies point to the importance of controlling of cell shape and area with high precision during cell culture. For example, inconsistent differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells has been traced back to variations in cell shape and cytoskeletal tension inherent in standard cell culture methods [23, 24] .
Microcontact printing offers a versatile and widely used technique for precise control of cell shape and area at the micron scale [25] [26] [27] , and is compatible with many complementary mechanical assays [28] . Standard microcontact printing techniques employ small glass coverslips that can be difficult to manipulate by hand. Further, these techniques require individual stamps and substrates to be meticulously cleaned and carefully substrate-coated for each replicate created [11, 29, 30] . As such, it can be difficult to quickly fabricate the replicates necessary to test a wide experimental space, which is an important capability when seeking to understand and engineer the highly multivariate mechanisms underpinning human cell behavior.
Here we describe the creation of MicroContact-Printed Well Plates (μCP Well Plates) that adapt the spatial control and imaging capabilities of microcontact printed coverslips to the scale and universal compatibility of the standard well plate. Using this platform, we create up to 96 highly-defined, micropatterned arrays in a single step and spatially separate them by the wells of a tissue culture plate. In this format, each stage of a given experimentincluding sample preparation, sterilization, cell seeding, cell treatment, and imaging -can be performed in a single, potentially automated step with conventional well plate techniques. This capability not only decreases experimental time and substrate handling, but also lowers the likelihood for inadvertent experimental errors rising from inconsistent stamping techniques or sample mislabeling. A key advantage over prior methods to pattern well plates [31] is the capability of highly consistent patterning at the single-cell level. In addition, the glass bottoms of μCP Well Plates enable flexibility of substrate patterning and functionalization by a wide variety of chemistries [32] , as well as confocal and other high-resolution imaging without further handling or mounting of coverslips. We show that μCP Well Plates are suitable for both high-throughput image analysis of thousands of single-cells and high-resolution subcellular assays on living cells. Analyses at both levels are performed on μCP Well Plate arrays with distinct geometric features of equivalent cell attachment areas to explore how the organization of the cytoskeleton mediates the relationship between cell shape, nuclear shape, and dynamics of the nuclear interior.
Materials and methods

Fabrication of multi-well alignment device
A multi-well alignment device for μCP Well Plate fabrication was designed with 3D modeling software (Solidworks 2014, Dassault Systemes) and fabricated from 6061 aluminum with a computer numerical control (CNC) vertical machining center (MiniMill 2, Haas) programmed with computer-aided design/manufacturing (CAD/ CAM) software (MasterCAM X7, CNC Software, Inc.). Standard precision leader pins and bushings were acquired from McMaster Carr and used as received to ensure proper alignment. Three cavities were machined into the base at 127.76 mm × 85.48 mm, 116 mm × 77 mm, and 6" diameter dimensions to hold multi-well plates, micropatterned glass, and silicon master molds, respectively.
μCP Well Plate fabrication
Double-sided adhesive (ARcare 90106) was generously donated by AR Global, Inc. and cut to 116 mm × 77 mm dimensions using a laser cutter (Universal Lasers Systems). Adhesive was placed on well plates using the alignment device and smoothed to remove air pockets. Well bottoms were then cut out using the laser cutter.
116 mm × 77 mm × 0.2 mm glass sheets were purchased at size from Coresix Precision Glass, Inc. A CHA-600 metal evaporator was used to deposit a 3.5 nm layer of titanium (to increase gold adhesion) followed by an 18 nm layer of gold onto one side of each glass sheet. Custom 6" silicon molds were ordered from FlowJEM, Inc. In 24-well plate designs, each well spot contained twelve 10 × 10 arrays of single-cell features (Supporting information, Table S1 ). Plates were designed to contain four wellreplicates for each of five feature geometries. Molds were placed into the 6" cavity of the alignment device for casting. Sylgard 184 elastomer (Dow Corning) was used as the stamp material and cast into molds after degassing. Before setting, a transparency sheet and a flat weight were placed on top of the elastomer, spanning the width of the alignment device cavity. This insured consistent height of the stamps after setting, which was necessary to achieve consistent contact with glass sheets during patterning. Stamps were allowed to set overnight at 37°C before being carefully removed from the mold and cut by scalpel around the frame of an appropriate multi-well plate with well-bottoms already removed to ensure proper alignment.
As described previously [27] , a thin layer of 2 mM alkanethiol ethanol solution (Prochimia Surfaces) was spread evenly over the stamp and allowed to air dry. A gold-coated glass sheet was then placed face down into the alignment device frame, and lifted up by vacuum tooling attached to a lift arm. The stamp was placed face up in the well plate sized frame, and the glass was gently lowered created using the Aggrewell (Stem Cell Technologies) system per the manufacturer's protocol. EBs were cultured in non-adherent cell culture plates (Corning Inc.) suspended in 4 mL per well of "EB Medium" consisting of 80% Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM, Life Technologies) with 20% Fetal Bovine Serum (Life Technologies). After four days in suspension, aggregates were transferred onto Matrigel-coated 24-well plates and maintained in "Fibroblast Medium" consisting of DMEM-high glucose (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Life Technologies), 1 mM L-glutamine (Life Technologies), and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies). After approximately nine days in culture, cells had proliferated enough to permit expansion. Cells were passaged by washing cells with PBS (Life Technologies) followed by a 5-min incubation in trypsin (Life Technologies) at 37°C. Cells were then centrifuged, resuspended in fresh Fibroblast Media, and seeded onto tissue culture polystyrene plates (Fisher Scientific) coated with a 0.1% Gelatin A (Sigma) solution. Most cells had taken on a fibroblast-like morphology after three to five passages.
Once derived, fibroblasts were maintained in Fibroblast Medium in 5% CO 2 at 37°C on gelatin-coated polystyrene plates. Media was changed once every two days, and cells were passaged approximately every four days (at 90% confluency) with trypsin as described above.
Immunofluorescence, proliferation,
and apoptosis assays F-Actin stains (used in Fig. 1 only) were performed at room temperature using 10 nM Phalloidin-TRITC and 0.5% Triton-X 100 (Sigma) in PBS for 30 minutes at room temperature after fixing for 15 min with 4% Paraformaldehyde in PBS (Sigma). Click-iT EdU and TUNEL assays (Life Technologies) for measuring proliferation and apoptosis, respectively, were performed per manufacturer instructions. Cells were exposed to EdU for a 12 h period before fixing, beginning 4 h after cell seeding.
Automated imaging
Automated imaging was performed using a Nikon Eclipse Ti epifluorescence microscope and NIS Elements software. One full-well, multichannel stitched image per well was recorded at 10× magnification using the Nikon Perfect Focus capability to eliminate drift in the z-direction.
Image analysis
To enable accurate measurement of fluorescent intensity across full-well images, all 10× stitched images ( Fig. 1-3) were corrected for non-uniform illumination across individual frames using CellProfiler software, using a 50 pixel onto it for transfer of micropatterned alkanethiol selfassembled monolayers (SAMs).
Chemical growth of PEG brushes was performed as described previously [27] , with minor changes to reflect the larger size of glass sheets as compared to coverslips. Reactions were carried out in airtight 300 mL "Snapware" Pyrex containers (Boston Store). Sheets were placed face up in the containers and just enough PEG reaction solution (20 mL) to cover the surface was added. A solution of 164 mg of L-ascorbic acid in 1.82 mL of deionized water was added to the container to initiate the reaction. Ambient air was flushed from the container with a nitrogen stream and the solution was well mixed before incubating at room temperature for 16 h. Next, patterned sheets were removed from the solution with a tweezers and rinsed with MilliQ water and ethanol, followed by a 2 h incubation in 70% ethanol on a room temperature shaker to remove residual reaction solution. Sheets were then dried and placed onto the multi-well plate frame using the alignment device in the same manner as during stamping. After sealing the glass sheets to the well plate frame by applying pressure by hand, μCP-Well Plates were briefly immersed in a 70% ethanol bath and allowed to air dry in a sterile tissue culture hood.
Fluorescent modification of PEG brushes
Conjugation of fluorophores to PEG brushes was performed as described previously [27] with volumes scaled just enough to cover glass sheets inside 300 mL Pyrex containers (~20 mL).
Generation and culture of H2B-LA cell line
The H2B-LA human fibroblast line was derived from the previously reported C1.2 line [18] . Gene-editing and insertion occurred in an induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) state to allow for clonal isolation and growth. H2B-mCherry was integrated into the C1.2-iPSC genome via CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing. The H2B-mCherry plasmid was generated by cloning the H2B-mCherry sequence (Addgene #20972) into the EGFP sequence of the AAV-CAGGS-EGFP plasmid (Addgene #22212). This plasmid was electroporated with Cas9 and gRNA plasmids as described previously [18] . A LifeAct-GFP plasmid (Addgene #51010) was packaged in lentiviral particles by HEK-293T cells via Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) transfection with second-generation packaging vectors and harvested after 72 h. Harvested lentiviral solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm filter and exposed to C1.2 iPSCs overnight before rinsing. iPSC lines harboring both labels were purified through puromycin selection and clonal isolation followed by fluorescent imaging and flow cytometry using a C6 Accuri (BD) to confirm expression. H2B-LA iPSCs were then differentiated into fibroblasts using the embryoid body (EB) method [33] . EBs were block size and a 200 pixel smoothing filter. Illumination correction leads to increased accuracy in fluorescence intensity measurements by removing uneven illumination across the image, potentially due to imperfect optics. This standard procedure for stitched images removes the artificial "grid" appearance of many stitched images. A custom CellProfiler pipeline was then used to filter and analyze appropriately patterned cells and nuclei. The pipeline is available upon request.
Image analysis of fluorescently-conjugated PEG surfaces was performed using Fiji software [34] . Feature area was calculated by thresholding into binary images and analyzing all features with fluorescent intensities below the threshold.
Order parameter
Maximum-intensity projections of 1.5 μm or 1 μm z-stacks (1 μm for Blebbistatin trials, 1.5 μm for all other trials) obtained using a Nikon A1R confocal microscope were fed into custom Matlab code [35] to calculate a metric that quantifies the extent of F-actin alignment, what is termed an "order parameter" value for each cell. Briefly, a series of elongated Laplace or Gaussian filters was used to create a maximum response image. The image was then broken down into a grid of small overlapping windows (~30 × 30 pixels, spaced 5 pixels apart), which were convolved with a Gaussian filter before calculating the twodimensional fast Fourier transform of each window. A series of line scans then determined the direction of skew in the transform and correlations in alignment were determined by comparing the direction of alignment of a given window to its neighbors via averaging the second Legendre polynomial. This value was then averaged across the entire image.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
FRAP experiments were performed using a Nikon A1R confocal microscope. ~1 μm diameter spots were photobleached by 1 s exposure to a 405 nm wavelength laser at 100% power and 16 frames/s. Fluorescent images were then collected at 5% laser power every 5 s for the first 4 min, and every 15 s for an additional 4 min. Stacks were aligned using the StackReg ImageJ plugin [36] and intensity measurements of the photobleached area and whole nucleus were measured at each time point. Mobile fraction was calculated by normalizing the intensity of the photobleached region to the mean intensity of the entire nucleus as well as the intensities of the photobleached region immediately before and after bleaching to obtain a 0-1 scale. Data was then fit to a one-phase association curve of the form
by nonlinear least-squares regression where P represents the plateau value, t represents time, and k is a constant.
Statistics
All regressions, tests for significance, and confidence intervals were calculated by GraphPad software. Student's t-tests were unpaired and two-tailed (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). p-values for linear regression best-fit lines were calculated in GraphPad from F-tests and indicates the probability that the slope of the regression line is equal to zero.
Results
Construction and assembly of μCP Well Plates
The workflow for creation of μCP Well Plates is described in Fig. 1A . To generate the bottom surface of these plates, glass sheets were first cut to the dimensions of the bottom of standard multi-well plates and coated with a thin layer of gold (18 nm) on one side in preparation for alkanethiol-based microcontact printing [37] . Next, patterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps were cast from custom 6" diameter silicon molds designed to create regular arrays of single-cell features, similar to those described in a recent report [30] . Arrays were spaced with dimensions equivalent to standard multi-well tissue culture plates. These stamps are customizable to any well plate format, and we focused on 6-, 12-, 24-and 96-well plates (Supporting information, Table S1 ). PDMS was subsequently allowed to set overnight and cut by scalpel to well plate dimensions.
Microcontact printing was performed on the goldcoated glass sheets as described previously [27, 38] . Briefly, self-assembled alkanethiol monolayers were transferred to gold-coated glass sheets via a PDMS stamp, after which the sheets were immersed in a polyethylene glycol (PEG) reaction solution overnight to allow for growth of hydrophilic PEG chains surrounding the designed singlecell features (Fig. 1A) . To prepare the well plate, medical grade double-sided adhesive sheets were cut to size and attached to the bottom of standard tissue culture plates. A laser cutter was then used to remove well bottoms by cutting through both tissue culture plastic and adhesive. Finally, patterned glass substrates were attached to the multi-well plates via the double-sided adhesive. To ensure precise control of alignment during this process, a custom multi-well alignment device (Fig. 1B) was constructed and utilized to align all components of the μCP Well Plate during stamping and assembly. Plates were sterilized by full immersion in 70% ethanol to remove any potential contaminants prior to cell culture. These techniques were applied to standard multi-well plates from six-to 96-wells with various substrate patterns (Fig. 1C) . For 24-well μCP plates, 1200 single-cell features were generated per well (Fig. 1D ), totaling 28,800 features per plate (Supporting information, Table 1 ), or on the order of 32× more features and 24× more conditions available compared to recent reports of similar feature arrays [30, 39] .
High fidelity patterning of single-cell microarrays on μCP Well Plates
To investigate cellular responses to cell shape patterning, all features in our μCP Well Plates were designed to cover equivalent surface areas. All features in a given well were of the same shape, but separate wells contained features of one of five distinct geometries -hereafter denoted as circular, square, triangular, compact rectangular (1:2.5 aspect ratio), or elongated rectangular (1:4 aspect ratio) features ( Fig. 2A-E ). Patterns were visible by naked eye and under phase microscopy after microcontact printing. However, to increase contrast and allow for more detailed analysis of PEG concentration and distribution, PEG brushes were functionalized with biotin and fluorescently labeled by an avidin-conjugated fluorescent probe [27] . All features were distributed near the intended surface area of 2000 μm 2 (Fig. 2F) . Elongated rectangular features covered a slightly larger (~10% on average) surface area than the other geometries, which is a result of the desired minor axes of these geometries (15 μm) reaching the practical resolution of the photomask printer used to create photoresist for silicon master molds. Visible defects comprised <15% of all features after thresholding and were typically much smaller than the designed features (Fig. 2F , minor peak on left) allowing for straightforward filtering of poorly-patterned cells by image analysis (see next section). Clear, sharp transitions were obtained at feature borders and regions between features had consistently high levels of PEG attachment (Fig. 2G ).
μCP Well Plates enable precise single-cell patterning and automated high-content imaging
To enhance cell attachment to the exposed gold portions of the surface, a protein solution was added to each well. Single-cell features are the only portions of assembled μCP wells not occupied by anti-fouling PEG brushes [40] , and we adsorbed a Matrigel coating to the gold portions for all subsequent cell culture experiments. Matrigel is a mixture of ECM proteins and associated molecules such as proteoglycans and growth factors produced by mouse sarcoma cells [41] . Although use of this complex substrate could lead to increased variability with regards to cellular organization or behavior, we reasoned that it would also engage a wide range of integrins, resulting in more stable cell attachment. Matrigel can easily be replaced by any protein able to adsorb to gold surfaces for applications requiring completely defined culture conditions. We have successfully used a recombinant vitronectin solution for this purpose (data not shown).
To allow for real-time imaging of actin and nuclear dynamics in live cells, a human fibroblast line harboring stable genomic inserts encoding Histone 2B (H2B)-mCherry fusion protein and LifeAct-GFP [42] (H2B-LA) were derived via CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing and lentiviral transduction. LifeAct is a 17 amino acid peptide derived from the yeast protein Abp 140p that, when linked to a fluorescent protein such as GFP, enables visualization of the actin cytoskeleton. The LifeAct peptide is not covalently bound to globular actin monomers (G-actin), and LifeAct binding has no discernible effect on actin dynamics [42, 43] . Gene-modified cells were added in suspension and allowed to attach to patterns for 14-18 h before automated fluorescence imaging (Fig. 3A-3E ).
An automated image analysis workflow was created using CellProfiler software [44] in order to assess attachment and patterning of cells (Supporting information, Fig. S1A ). Briefly, full-well stitched images were fed into CellProfiler, which filtered actin regions (cells or cell clusters) based on their spread area and other shape characteristics and removed poorly patterned or incompletely spread cells from the data set (Supporting information, Fig. S1B ). At this point, nuclei within remaining LifeAct regions were identified and analyzed for area, shape, and intensity characteristics. The number of nuclei contained within a filtered region of high LifeAct intensity was then used to determine the number of cells occupying a given feature (Supporting information, Fig S1C) . At a seeding density of 15 000 cells per well for a 24-well μCP Plate, 100-200 correctly patterned single cells were routinely identified per well (Fig. 3F) , corresponding to approximately 10% of all available patterned features. Image analysis revealed that this strict filtering protocol resulted in high quality cell populations with highly consistent shape and intensity properties between replicates ( Fig. 3G-I ; Supporting information,. Fig. S2A-E ). Minor differences in nuclear area and shape were detected based on the number of cells contained in each feature (Supporting information, Fig. S2F and S2G) in addition to obvious changes in cell shape, so all subsequent analysis was performed exclusively on filtered single cells. We rejected ~90% of features identified via CellProfiler, which reflects mostly autofluorescent or apoptotic cell debris with a minority of cell clusters, poorly patterned cells, and regions of a particular well with artificially high fluorescence intensities (Supporting information, Fig. S1B , very small purple features). In the 14-18 h span between cell seeding and imaging, proliferation and apoptosis rates were below 5% for all geometries (Supporting information, Figure S2H and S2I) and therefore were not taken into account during subsequent analyses. Shape characteristics of cells seeded on geometric arrays were characterized using the shape index (SI) formula [45] (1)
where A represents spread area of the cell or nucleus and P represents the shape perimeter. Because perimeter measurements of shape borders can be affected greatly by image pixelation or irregular protrusions such as blebs and filopedia, we directly measured major and minor axes of each respective cell body and nucleus and estimated SI from the area and perimeter values of the resulting ellipse (Supporting information, Fig. S3A ). Shape index assessed in this manner is a measure of cell elongation, with a value of one corresponding to a perfect circle and values approaching zero with elongation. SI of cell bodies very nearly matched their theoretical predictions for each respective shape (Fig. 3G, left, dashed lines) . Nuclei were in turn elongated in a similar manner to their respective cell bodies, although to a lesser degree (Fig. 3H) , in agreement with previous results [17, 46, 47] .
Spread area of patterned single-cells was constant with the exception of a <10% increase for elongated rectangular features (Fig. 3G, right) , mirroring results from feature characterization prior to cell attachment. Nuclei within cells patterned on elongated rectangular features did not proportionately increase in area, but had significantly lower projected areas than those of other features (Fig. 3H, right) , a phenomenon which has been previously reported for elongated endothelial cells [47] .
Significant changes in integrated actin intensity were observed between compact and elongated geometries when analyzing 60× confocal stacks (Supporting information, Fig. S3B) . A non-significant decrease in LifeAct intensity was detected in all measured shapes after treatment with blebbistatin, a myosin II ATPase activity inhibitor that relieves actomyosin tension and can disrupt F-actin networks [48, 49] (Supporting information, Fig. S3C ).
High-content imaging of subcellular organization
We hypothesized that actin may be involved in the observed nuclear shape dynamics in our system, as actin fibers have been reported to exert forces on the nucleus in a variety of manners, especially through actin structures directly apical to the nucleus [7, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Using stacks of confocal images of single cells at this higher 60× magnification we were able to discern actin fiber alignment, which is known to correlate with cell elongation [14, 46, 49] (Fig. 4A-C) . We used the previously reported order parameter metric [35] to quantify the degree of actin alignment on a scale from zero to one, with one being the most aligned. We focused on circular, compact rectangular, and elongated rectangular geometries and found that
order parameter increased with elongation of cell shape (Fig. 4D) . These results are consistent with previously reported relationships between cellular elongation and actin fiber alignment [14, 46, 49] . Furthermore, actin alignment significantly correlated to nuclear shape (Fig. 4E) . The p value displayed here is calculated from an F test and corresponds to the probability that the slope of the regression line is equal to zero, (i.e., the two variables are unrelated). However, regressions within each measured geometry did not reach statistical significance (Supporting information, Fig. S4A ). Nuclear shape did not significantly correlate to integrated actin intensity ( Fig. 4F ; Supporting information, Fig. S4B ). We then measured nuclear SI of patterned single-cells after disrupting Factin networks with blebbistatin ( Fig. 4G-I ) [48, 49] . We detected a significant increase in nuclear SI for circular and compact geometries upon blebbistatin treatment compared to untreated controls (Fig. 4I) . While a less significant increase occurred in the elongated case (p = 0.12), these results together suggest a complex connection between the actin cytoskeleton and nuclear shape. Notably, we observed the presence of nuclear indentations along the length of F-actin stress fibers in elongated cells (Fig. 4C, arrows) . These indentations were recently shown to be enriched for LINC complexes [50] that connect the nuclear lamina to the cytoskeleton [51] [52] [53] and highlight the influence of actin stress fibers on the nucleus.
Chromatin dynamics and cell geometry
We next investigated whether the observed changes in cell shape, actin organization, and/or nuclear shape could lead to changes in chromatin dynamics. Histone 2B is a member of the core nucleosome [54] , and fluorescently tagged H2B has been well-characterized and remains bound to DNA throughout the cell cycle, although small fractions are continually exchanged [55, 56] . Therefore, the mobility of H2B within the nucleus is a measure of: (i) the mobility of the core nucleosome itself; (ii) the portion of the overall H2B pool bound to DNA (its affinity); or (iii) a combination of both [57] . Changes in either of these properties reflect changes in the epigenome, which can govern gene expression and cell behavior. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were used to assess the mobility of fluorescently tagged molecules by measuring exchange rates of fluorescent molecules in a given area. As the minutes timescale used for these experiments is far below that needed to synthesize and localize significant amounts of new fluorescent protein to the photobleached region, any measured recovery is a result of the fluorescent molecule moving into the photobleached region from the surrounding area [58] . The plateau of the fluorescent recovery curve over a given time scale is known as the "mobile fraction" of the molecule of interest [59, 60] .
To investigate chromatin dynamics in our system, 1 μm diameter regions in the nuclei of patterned singlecells were photobleached by exposure to a high intensity laser beam (100% power) for 1 s followed by normalized intensity measurements over an 8 min time course (5% power) to track recovery of fluorescence ( Fig. 5A and 5B). H2B is present in at least two pools in human cells, one that recovers in minutes and one that recovers over a period of hours [55] . The timescale chosen here focuses on the first pool, and is comparable to that used in similar studies measuring H2B mobility [55, 61] . H2B recovery curves of circular and elongated rectangular single-cells diverged significantly (p < 0.01) at time points >90 s, with the recovery curve for compact rectangular cells lying in between (Fig. 5B) . Mobile fraction was significantly reduced in both compact (p < 0.01) and elongated rectangular geometries (p < 0.001) compared to circular geometries (Fig. 5C) .
We next examined whether actin alignment and/or increased nuclear SI might be responsible for the observed decrease in H2B mobility. Accordingly, singlecell H2B mobile fraction measurements were regressed against either order parameter or nuclear SI measurements. When analyzed in this manner, H2B mobile frac- tion was not correlated to nuclear shape across different geometries (Fig. 5D) , although a significant negative correlation was detected when analyzing circular geometries alone (Supporting information, Figure S4C ). In contrast, we detected a highly significant correlation when regressing mobile fraction against order parameter across all geometries (Fig. 5E) . Regressions within each geometry were not significant (Supporting information, Fig. S4D) . Disruption of the actin cytoskeleton using a blebbistatin treatment eliminated the differences in H2B mobility imposed by cell geometry (Fig. 5F and 5G) . Surprisingly, blebbistatin treatment resulted in a decrease in H2B mobility ( Figure 5F and 5G), rather than the increase that would be expected by H2B mobility trends with respect to actin alignment and cell shape (decreased elongation ~ decreased actin alignment ~ increased H2B mobility). These results are discussed further below.
Discussion
We have presented here the creation of the μCP Well Plate, a novel cell culture system for quantitative imaging and mechanobiological analysis combining the single-cell geometric control, substrate flexibility, and imaging capabilities of microcontact-printed glass coverslips with the multiplexing and compatibility features of standard multi-well plates. μCP Well Plates enable rapid fabrication of many experimental replicates and conditions (>25× more than with comparable coverslip methods) in a single patterning step and high-content analysis of large, uniform single-cell populations. Unused in the current study were the capabilities to independently alter substrate and media components over dozen of conditions in a single plate, which could be of utility in drug screening, functional genomics, and a myriad of similar biotechnology applications.
μCP Well Plates for high-content imaging of live human cells
We first demonstrated that μCP Well Plates can be patterned consistently with high precision and geometric control ( Fig. 1 and 2) , and are well tolerated by human cells (Fig. 3A-E) . Merged with high content imaging and analysis software, μCP Well Plates were used to identify high quality single-cell populations suitable for rapid, consistent analysis of shape and intensity characteristics ( Fig. 3G-I ). By combining multiple replicate arrays into a single plate, minor differences between populationssuch as a reduction in nuclear area in cells on elongated rectangular features (Fig. 3H ) -can be identified in a single experiment with high confidence. We then performed high-resolution, sub-cellular analyses of live cells using the μCP Well Plate platform to probe how cytoskeletal organization mediates the relationship between cell shape, nuclear shape, and chromatin dynamics at a single-cell level. Actin became more aligned with increasing cell elongation (Fig. 4D) . Nuclei within cells with high actin alignment were elongated (Fig. 4E) , and nuclear elongation was reversed by actomyosin inhibition (Fig. 4I) . Finally, increasing cell elongation gave rise to a graded decrease in Histone H2B mobility inside the nucleus (Fig. 5B) . While the relationship between actin and nucleosome mobility is complex and requires further study, the two most highly correlated cellular properties observed in this study across all geometries were actin alignment and H2B mobile fraction (Fig. 5E ), and differences in H2B mobility based on cell geometry were abolished after actin disruption ( Fig. 5F  and 5G ). To our knowledge, this is the first report of the mobility of a core nucleosome component being altered solely by control of cell shape.
Influence of actin cytoskeleton on chromatin dynamics
Reduction in nuclear volume in elongated endothelial cells has been shown to cause chromatin condensation [47] , and chromatin hyper-condensation induced by osmotic stress or apoptosis stabilizes binding of nuclear proteins, including H2B, to DNA, resulting in decreased fluorescent recovery rates [57, 62] . Thus, aligned actin fibers in elongated cells may impart physical pressure on the nucleus, resulting in reduced nuclear volume, condensed chromatin, and lower mobility of H2B. Importantly, nuclear indentations imposed by F-actin stress fibers in elongated cells can segregate the nucleus and cause chromatin condensation even without gross changes to nuclear shape ( Fig. 4C ; Supporting information, Fig. S5 ) [50] . This interpretation is supported by recent findings that disrupting F-actin fibers (via small molecules or RNA interference) in randomly oriented cells increases H2B mobility as well as nuclear height [61] . The reduction of H2B mobile fraction after blebbistatin treatment is a surprising result, as blebbistatin relieves nuclear elongation and increases overall nuclear volume [47] -and would therefore be expected to increase H2B recovery rates. Recovery of blebbistatintreated cells is indeed faster than all circular and rectangular control cells over the first ~60 s, but at longer time scales recovery is decreased (Fig. 5F ). Applied external force has been shown to facilitate movement of small particles throughout the nucleus [63] , and reduced chromatin mobility upon blebbistatin treatment has been previously reported [39] , in contrast to other inhibitors of actin organization [61] . Chemical interactions between actin fibers, the nuclear lamina, and the nucleoskeletonsuch as increased LINC complex concentration at nuclear indentation sites [49] -may also be important drivers of H2B mobility, complicating simple physical interpretations.
Summary and Concluding remarks
Overall, more work is needed to mechanistically describe the influence of cell geometry and cytoskeletal organization on chromatin dynamics, as within the same geometry we did not observe significant relationships between actin organization and nuclear shape, nor between actin organization and chromatin dynamics. With future work, the tools described here will enable further characterization of the relationships among actin organization, cell shape, chromatin dynamics and cytoskeletal tension by providing a framework to independently control microenvironmental cues and measure subcellular dynamics in live cells at high resolution. Integration of new and emerging molecular tools, such as CRISPR labeling [64, 65] , into this platform may permit visualization of these mechanobiological processes at higher resolution.
In summary, μCP Well Plates offer a flexible cell culture platform that enables mechanistic, high-throughput study of subcellular components. This platform expands our ability to precisely and independently control microenvironmental cues such as substrate composition, cell geometry, and media composition, and the platform is importantly compatible with advances in high-content imaging and single-cell analysis. These capabilities open up new frontiers in screening for molecules that could influence a multitude of human cell behaviors.
